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tween the one who feels himself mean, petty, full of shame, smitten
with sin, and the serene, cosmic soul who knows he has the expansions as well as the limitations of the universe; between the one
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In Hawthorn's marvelous story of the "Marble Faun," the
is evolved that sin was necessary in human education. Donamust commit an awful crime to become conscious of his soul.
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There may be a grain of truth in this theory, but I do not beheve in
any rehgion founded upon the theory of sin. In my view the inwardlooking, self-accusing, sin-mourning one is smaller, than the unconscious, unaccusing, aspiring soul turning intuitively to the light.

In the old Greek mythology the hapless Orion, turning patiently
his sightless eyes to the sun, received his sight.
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